This model predicts that the modulation of both excittion, and reduction of trial-to-trial variability of mematory and inhibitory input is largest for the preferred brane potential. In 25 of these cells, inhibition visibility stimulus. However, it is difficult to reconcile the apparent was enhanced by depolarization and spike inactivation simplicity of feedforward schemas with the number and and by direct measurement of synaptic conductances. 
field (RF) was characterized by sparse noise mapping was more depolarized than that of the remaining cells (Ϫ64mV Ϯ 4mV (n ϭ 42) versus Ϫ69mV Ϯ 6mV (n ϭ 46), (51 simple [25 S1 and 26 S2-S3], 32 complex, and 5 unclassified), and the orientation selectivity of subp Ͻ 0,01). The hyperpolarizing component had a tuning width of 40Њ Ϯ 16Њ with a base component equal to threshold and spiking activity was measured in response to moving bars. The spontaneous activity and the peak 11% Ϯ 12% of the peak amplitude. The summary distribution ("Hyp." in Figure 2 ) shows that the direction preffiring rates for the preferred stimulus were higher for sharp than for patch recordings (spontaneous activity: erence of the hyperpolarizing component differs from that expressed by the spike response. Almost two-thirds 3.8 Ϯ 5 a.p./s (n ϭ 39) versus 0.3 Ϯ 0.5 a.p./s (n ϭ 49), p Ͻ 0.01; and peak firing rate: 52 Ϯ 28 a.p./s (n ϭ 39) of the cells showed the optimal hyperpolarizing response for either cross-oriented (Cross: 18 The left column presents, for each component, the distribution of the optimal direction (OD) relative to the spike preferred (set to 0Њ): spike suppression (Spike Supp.), depolarization (Dep), hyperpolarization (Hyp), inverse of trial-to-trial variability concomitant with a significant hyperpolarization (1/ and Hyp) and without significant hyperpolarization (1/ only). The right panel presents the averaged tuning curves of the various components for different subpopulations of cells defined on the basis of their optimal direction relative to the preferred direction: Iso-P, Cross-, or Iso-N. Cells with a component that had an oblique preference are not included in the averaged polar plots.
We also recorded from cells in which a reduction in peak for the null-direction. For the cells that showed a two-state behavior (15/28, 54%), visual stimuli tended trial-to-trial variability during the visual response was seen without changes in membrane potential or with to clamp the membrane potential in the up-state independently of the stimulus direction, resulting in a signifia concomitant depolarization of the mean membrane potential (Figure 1 , cells 4 and 5). For these cells (28/ cant reduction in trial-to-trial variability associated with a strong depolarization. However, the strength of this 52, 54%), the tuning width of the variability reduction effect was broad (HWHH: 61Њ Ϯ 19Њ, n ϭ 28), and the variability-reducing effect still depended on stimulus orientation (compare the up-state variability observed for distribution of the direction preference derived from the 1/ tuning curve ( ductance increases. Establishing the relative strength of conductances by The hyperpolarizations evoked in the spike-inactivated state were larger in amplitude and duration than integrating synaptic input for each stimulus direction may give only a partial understanding of the effectivethose seen at the resting state, when this latter component was detectable. For cell 6 in Figure 3 , the amplified ness of the interaction between excitation and inhibition. An additional key feature in the genesis of functional evoked hyperpolarizations exhibited the same oblique preference as the hyperpolarizations at rest and the preference is the temporal overlap of both types of inputs, which act out of phase or in-phase. To explore suppression of the spike component but with a wider tuning due to the unmasking of inhibition for both the these temporal relationships, the waveforms of the excitatory and inhibitory conductances were cross-correpreferred and null directions. Cells 7, 8, and 9 ( Figure 3) showed only depolarizing components under the control lated for each direction of the stimulus, and a normalized correlation index at zero-time lag was used to quantify condition, whereas the presence of an inhibitory component was revealed in all directions under depolarizing their temporal overlap (TO: 0% for anti-phase, 100% for in-phase, see Experimental Procedures). current, with either a cross-oriented (cell 7) or null-direction preference (cells 8 and 9). The time course of the Over the whole population, only three major types of interaction between excitatory and inhibitory tuning inhibitory component waveform reproduced precisely that observed for the reduction in membrane potential were found for both orientation and direction selectivity on the basis of their similarity ("Preferred" [P]) or dissimitrial-to-trial variability at rest, giving further evidence that the decrease of variability indeed reflects a domilarity ("Non-Preferred" [NP]) to the spike output preference, distinguishing between (1) those cells in which nant inhibitory input. The two cases where the orientation preference of the hyperpolarizing components was excitatory and inhibitory input were tuned for the preferred direction or orientation (P-P); (2) those where the not the same at rest and in the spike-inactivated state corresponded to a shift from cross-to iso-preference, excitatory input was tuned for the preferred stimulus, but the inhibition was tuned for the nonpreferred stimuand from oblique-to cross-preference, suggesting no systematic bias in the revealed component relative to lus (P-NP); and finally, (3) those where excitatory and inhibitory inputs were tuned for the nonpreferred stimuthe spike-based preference. In terms of orientation selectivity (summary in Table  dependent on orientation (and direction): for the preferred direction, both conductances were in anti-phase 1 and Figure 6 ), in about two thirds of the cells, both excitatory and inhibitory conductance tunings were bi-(temporal overlap [TO] index of 27%), whereas for the nonpreferred orientations, they were in-phase (TO of ased toward the preferred orientation (P-P class: 10/16, 62%, see cells 10 and 11, Figure 4 ). The tuning widths 77%). This observation seems to be the general case for cells of the type P-P (TO: 36% Ϯ 20% for preferred of excitatory and inhibitory conductances were, on average, broader than that of the spike output but similar direction versus 71% Ϯ 18% for nonpreferred orientations, paired p Ͻ 0.01, n ϭ 12 [VC and CC recordings]). to that of the depolarization component (see Table 1 and Figure 6 ). On a cell-to-cell basis, however, the tuning For one fifth of the studied population (P-NP class: 3/16, 19%, see cell 12, Figure 4 ), the excitatory input widths of excitatory and inhibitory conductances were often different. The plot of the tuning width of excitation was iso-oriented, and the inhibitory input was crossoriented. The tuning width of inhibition was wider than versus that of inhibition shown in Figure 5 , indeed illustrates that few data points lie on the diagonal and that for excitation, but both were wider than spike tuning (see Table 2 and Figure 6 ). overlap between excitatory and inhibitory conductances was found than for the previous class of cells (P-P), inde-A majority of cells showed both excitation and inhibition tuned to the preferred direction (P-P class: 7/10, pendently of the orientation of the stimulus (Table 1) .
In the remaining cells (NP-NP class: 3/16, 19%, see 70%). These cells had a depolarizing response and input conductances with a lower direction selectivity index cell 13, Figure 4 ), excitatory and inhibitory conductances shared the same orientation preference, either oblique than that of the spiking output (see Table 2 ). The temporal overlap between excitatory and inhibitory conduc-(1/16) or cross-oriented (2/16), distinct from the spikebased preference (see the diagonal of Figure 5 ). For tances seems to play an important role for the spiking direction selectivity, the TO index being significantly these cells, the tuning width of excitatory and inhibitory orientation tuning was broad (see Table 1 ). As in the lower for the preferred direction than for the null direction (TO: 29% Ϯ 20% versus 61% Ϯ 19%, p Ͻ 0.01, see previous class, the two conductances were in temporal overlap (see Table 1 ). The orientation selectivity of spik- Table 2 ). Two cells had excitatory conductances tuned to the ing activity (output tuning) results mainly from the broader tuning of excitation (higher base value) that preferred direction and inhibitory conductances tuned to the null direction (P-NP class: 2/10, 20%). The spiking predominates over inhibition for orientations away from the initial input preference (see cell 13, Figure 4 and and depolarization components were both moderately direction selective, whereas excitatory and inhibitory Table 1 ).
In terms of direction selectivity, cells with an iso-oriconductance inputs were not (see Table 2 ). In contrast to the previous case, excitation and inhibition acted ented excitation and inhibition have a highly direction selective spike output (DI ϭ 0.76 Ϯ 0.25, n ϭ 10), concomitantly, and the temporal overlap between excitatory and inhibitory conductances was equally high for whereas cells with nonoptimally tuned inhibition are much less direction selective. This applies for cells with both directions (see Table 2 ). In the last cell, both excitatory and inhibitory inputs only cross-oriented inhibition (DI ϭ 0.2, n ϭ 3) and for cells where both excitation and inhibition are crosspeaked for the null direction (NP-NP class: 1/10, 10%). The same two processes (relative tuning and temporal oriented (DI ϭ 0.23 Ϯ 0.13, n ϭ 3). For simplicity and because cells with iso-oriented excitatory and inhibitory overlap) can account for the spike output selectivity. First, inhibition was more tuned to the null direction than conductances present a high direction selectivity compared to others, only these cells (Iso-P or Iso-N) were excitation, in such a way that excitation still evoked a depolarization for the preferred direction that was larger considered for the study of direction selectivity. A classification for direction selectivity similar to that estabthan that for the null direction (see Table 2 ). Second, the temporal overlap between excitation and inhibition was much larger for the null (94%) than for the preferred direction (32%). In addition, a strong correlation was observed between the waveforms of the inverse of trial-to-trial variability and of the inhibitory input conductance (example in Figure 4 , cell 11; compare the green and blue traces). This correlation was also present in the polar plots for the two components.
We have extracted from the current-clamp and voltage-clamp recordings various measures that reflect to different extents the range and relative dominance of excitatory and inhibitory inputs to a cell. It is thus possible to compare the selectivity of subthreshold depolarizing and hyperpolarizing components measured at rest with the tuning of inhibitory and excitatory conductances. Nine cells in which input conductance dynamics were measured showed a significant hyperpolarizing response evoked at rest. The optimal orientation of the hyperpolarizing component was significantly correlated with that of the inhibitory conductance (r 2 ϭ 0.73; p Ͻ 0.01 [n ϭ 12]; see Figure 4 ). This suggests that the integral of the hyperpolarizing component, when detectable, gives a gross but nevertheless reliable estimation of the optimal orientation for the inhibitory input. The tuning width of the evoked hyperpolarizations was, on average, sharper than that of the inhibitory conductance (mean of the difference: 8Њ Ϯ 10Њ). In contrast, the optimal orientation of the evoked depolarization was not significantly correlated with that measured for the excitatory conductance increase (r 2 ϭ 0.10; n.s.). This implies, as illustrated in some examples (Figure 4 : cells 11 and 13) that the optimal orientation of the excitatory input cannot be predicted from the integral of the evoked depolarization.
Discussion
This study represents a quantitative investigation of the role of the balance between excitation and inhibition in the emergence of orientation and direction selectivity in cat primary visual cortex. On the basis of conductance measurements, we report three different schemes of interaction between excitation and inhibition that underlie the genesis of orientation and direction selectivity.
For orientation selectivity, the P-P schema seems to be the most common. Sixty-two percent of the cells, for which excitatory and inhibitory synaptic conductances were measured, fell in this category. With the spikeinactivation method, we only have access to the selectivity of inhibition. However, as no NP-P cases were observed with conductance measurements, we can still classify cells with iso-oriented Inh component in the P-P schema (66% of cells). In contrast, the detection of significant evoked hyperpolarization or spike suppression for the preferred direction or orientation appear to be less sensitive indicators of the presence of isooriented inhibition, since these were noticeable in only a smaller proportion of cases (respectively, 40% and 33% of the cells). This discrepancy could result from the fact that, in some cells, excitation and inhibition are in temporal overlap for the preferred stimulus; therefore, their interaction will evoke a change in 1/ without a hyperpolarization of the mean membrane potential (cell properties within primary visual cortex. In the literature, the presence of inhibition evoked by nonpreferred stim-5 in Figure 1 ). This interpretation is supported by the observation that 59% of the cells that showed a signifiuli has been a controversial issue, with contradictory conclusions reached by several teams using intracellucant decrease of trial-to-trial variability without significant hyperpolarization (Figure 2, 1/ only) , gave qualitative reports of diversity in the orientation tuning of visually excitation and inhibition were tuned in the preferred direction (P-P schema). A comparable proportion of evoked depolarizations and hyperpolarizations. In the present study, we present a quantitative analysis of the cells (60%) showed a hyperpolarizing component that was the largest for the preferred direction. In cells where orientation and direction preference of the hyperpolarizing component explored over a large cell population synaptic conductances were measured, an inhibitory preference for the null direction was observed in 30% based on explicit criteria of statistical significance. In addition, for some cells we have been able to compare of cases (20% for P-NP and 10% for NP-NP schemas). When using the spike inactivation protocol, 50% of the the respective tunings of the depolarizing and hyperpolarizing components with those of the evoked inhibitory cells showed inhibition tuned to a direction opposite to that of the spike preference (P-NP or NP-NP). In comparand excitatory conductance changes, which are expected to represent the actual synaptic input more faithison 40% of cells exhibited a dominant hyperpolarization in the null direction.
fully. We observed a significant correlation between the optimal orientation of the inhibitory conductance and In summary, our results argue against a single canonical circuitry underlying the genesis of receptive field that of the hyperpolarizing component when detectable at the resting state, suggesting that indeed some of the during positive current injection and the evoked depolarization with no current shared the same orientation prefcells reported in previous works did receive a crossoriented inhibition.
erence and selectivity without quantifying the tuning curves of the detected inhibition. The reference criterion used in the present study was to use a current strong Trial-to-Trial Variability of the Membrane Potential enough to produce the total inactivation of the action Although the trial-to-trial variability in the evoked repotential, thus abolishing contamination by spiking acsponse has been a focus of attention in many extracellutivity. At this current injection level, evoked depolarizalar studies, it has been only rarely analyzed in intracellutions were suppressed, and only hyperpolarizations lar studies. Our hypothesis, that the reduction of the could be detected. This indicates that the cell membrane trial-trial variability is produced by the presence of a potential was maintained close to the reversal potential strong input dominated by inhibition, has been adof excitatory synapses, thus minoring a possible maskdressed in this study in a variety of ways. In many cells, anatomical reports suggesting that, in neocortical neureproducible stimulus-dependent changes in the temrons, inhibitory synapses are located more proximal to poral structure of the spike train (temporal coding). In the soma than excitatory synapses, it seems unlikely agreement with this study, we observed, using transient that NMDA conductances mask inhibitory conducstimuli, the presence of reproducible stimulus-depentances, although the reverse situation may be true. dent changes in the trajectory of membrane potential, Using drifting gratings in conjunction with currentwhich affect the temporal structure of the spike train. the mean and modulation of the input conductance were tecture. Our data suggest that various computational solutions could be implemented locally and might coexfitted together, forcing them to peak at the same orientation with the same tuning width. However, it is apparent ist in the same network. We propose simple local connectivity rules based on neighborhood relationships in some of their examples that this constraint can lead to poor fits and that the respective tunings of the moduthat, applied to the whole network, could explain such diversity. lation and of the mean are uncorrelated (see, for instance, Figure 10 the fact that they express normal orientation selectivity tance was revised as necessary over the course of the experiment and estimated at Ϫ80mV Ϯ 3mV (n ϭ 20). The other reversal potentials were fixed to 0mV for excitatory and Ϫ95mV for potassium and, in some cases, off-line, by fitting the response to subthreshold conductances (associated with GABA B receptors). hyperpolarizing current steps to the sum of two exponentials. A tip We made the additional hypothesis that, depending on the actual offset potential of 10mV was subtracted from the voltage records value of the composite synaptic reversal potential, one or two out off-line.
of three possible types of inputs contribute in a dominant manner Data processing and visual stimulation protocols were done using to synaptic activation. Between 0mV and Ϫ80mV, the synaptic conin-house software (Gé rard Sadoc, Acquis1-Elphy, Biologic CNRSductance can be decomposed into excitatory and GABA A conduc-UNIC/ANVAR). Three-millimeter artificial pupils were used, and aptances, and between Ϫ80mV and Ϫ95mV, into GABA A and GABA B propriate corrective optical lenses were added. The receptive field conductances. Above 0mV and below Ϫ95mV, the synaptic conducof each cell was quantitatively characterized using a sparse noise tance is thus equal, respectively, only to the excitatory or the pomapping. Receptive fields were classified as Simple or Complex tassium. using classical criteria on the space-time separation between On Similarly to the other measured components of the visual reand Off responses, including subdivision into S1 and C1 complex sponse, the evoked excitatory and inhibitory conductance compotypes for unimodal receptive fields, according to the presence or nents are given by the integral of the excitatory and inhibitory conabsence of antagonist hyperpolarization. Orientation and direction ductances above their mean values, calculated during pre-trigger tuning curves were measured with moving bars (direction of motion and spontaneous activity. In order to determine the phase relationperpendicular to orientation) swept across the full extent of the ship and the degree of temporal overlap between excitation and subthreshold receptive field, and using random sequences of 8 or inhibition, a normalized cross-correlation function was calculated 12 directions (angular step: 45Њ and 30Њ, respectively) repeated ten between the two stimulus-locked excitatory and inhibitory conductimes. tance waveforms. An index representative of the temporal overlap For data analysis, we extracted the respective orientation and (TO) is given by the cross-correlation "contrast" ratio, defined as direction tuning curves of the following response components: spikthe difference between the amplitude at time 0 and the amplitude at ing activity and spike suppression, membrane potential depolarizathe peak of the cross-correlation function, divided by the difference tion and hyperpolarization (without injection of current and during between the maximum and the minimum of the cross correlation spike inactivation), trial-to-trial variability of the membrane potential function. and excitatory and inhibitory conductances. For the suprathreshold The mean of each component during spontaneous activity was activity, PSTHs were computed with a 25 ms bin width, and the then subtracted from the visual evoked response. Orientation and spike increase and spike suppression components were defined as direction tuning curves were calculated when response compothe integral of firing rate, respectively, above and below the mean nents, for at least one direction, passed a preset significance level pre-trigger background firing rate. For subthreshold activity, spike (p Ͻ 0.01) based on either paired t tests or, in the case of conducevents were removed from the raw record, and membrane potential tance, on the bootstrap method. All components were averaged was interpolated before and after each spike occurrence. estimates ranged between 1Њ to 9Њ for the excitatory and inhibitory using a Student's t test. For polar plot measurements, the spontaneconductance components, depending on the cell and its tuning ously expected component value was subtracted from the evoked selectivity, i.e., well below the discretization step used for orientation component. and direction distributions. For whole-cell patch-clamp recordings, the dynamics of the input conductance and its associated composite reversal potential were Acknowledgments measured as described previously (Borg-Graham et al., 1998) . In order to address the significance of the conductance measurement, This work was supported by grants from the Centre National de la a nonparametric bootstrap method was used, similar to that applied Recherche Scientifique ( 
